Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       H-01

Jane’s Block… My Block…

H01
Difficulty Easy
Foundation Piecing
Number of Pieces = 20

Another Foundation Piecing one. You should be very, very skilled at these by now! 😊
JAS H01


Pattern for "JAS H01" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       H-02

Jane’s Block…       My Block…

H02
Difficulty Medium
Foundation Piecing
Number of Pieces = 28

The only reason this one is “medium” is because there are a lot of pieces.
Pattern for “JAS H02” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

H03

Difficulty Easy

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 24

I’m really running out of things to say about Foundation Piecing!
Pattern for "JAS H03" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  

H04

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

H04

Difficulty Easy

Foundation Piecing and Applique

Number of Pieces = 7

This one is foundation pieced and then the little diamond shape is appliquéd on top. I think when I did my original one, I split the background fabric and inserted the diamond from the underneath side. I think the new method will be a lot easier.
JAS H04

Key Block (77/100 actual size)


©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-preent
JAS H04


©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997- Present

Pattern for "JAS H04" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

H05

Difficulty Medium

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 22

This one is really “Easy”, but, I am classifying it as “Medium” because there are over 20 pieces.
Pattern for "JAS H05" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block… My Block…

H06
Difficulty Medium
Pieced
Number of Pieces = 21

Sew the arc pieces to the background pieces, then treat the sections as a four patch. You may decide that appliquéing the arcs to the background may be easier for you.
JAS H06

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Templates for "JAS H06" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

© Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
H07

Difficulty medium

Pieced

Number of Pieces = 25

In this block you will make 4 quarter square triangles, assemble the block as a nine patch, and then add a border. The cutting directions will give you the sizes to cut each piece. I think I would cut the triangles (B) from a 2 ⅜” square, and after the quarter square triangles are made, square them up to 1 ¾”. To make the quarter square triangle...place the background square and focus fabric square, right sides together. Draw a diagonal from one corner to the opposite corner. Stitch ¼” from the drawn line on both sides of the line. Cut on the diagonal like. Make two of these, yielding 4 half square triangles. Press with the seam facing the darker fabric. Take two of the HST, lay them together, right sides together, with the focal fabric opposite the background fabric. Draw another diagonal line and again stitch on each side of the drawn line. Cut on the drawn diagonal line. Each set will yield two quarter square triangles. Square up to 1 ¾”.

![Quilt Block Diagram]

Jane’s Block…

My Block…
Instructions for "JAS H07" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Cutting Diagrams

A

B

C

Patch Count

2 patches

2 patches

4 patches

1 patch
Or, cut 2 - 2 3/4" from the focal fabric and 2 - 2 3/4" from the background fabric, and following the directions in your pages, create four quarter square triangle blocks. Square up to 1 3/4".
Jane’s Block… My Block…

H08

Difficulty medium

Paper Foundation and Applique

Number of Pieces = 32

First, piece the circle by using the templates provided. Using your favorite method of appliqué, appliqué the pieced circle to the center square. Continue paper foundation as you normally would.
JAS H08

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
JAS H08
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS H08" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       H-09

Jane’s Block…                     My Block…

H09

Difficulty medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 32

A lot of pieces, but not hard to do, and worth it when it is done!
Pattern for "JAS H09" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

H10

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 26

The reason this one is classified as “medium” is the “Y” seams, but you have done these before, so they shouldn’t intimidate you now. 😊 When attaching the side pieces, sew to the ¼” seam on each end. After all sides are attached, fold the piece, so you can sew each diagonal end.
JAS H10

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS H10" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       H-11

Jane’s Block…                                                My Block…

H11

Difficulty Hard

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 16

OK, I’m going to call this one hard, because it has multiple “Y” seams. But, it can be done. Assemble the sections, sew the center octagon pieces together. Sew the outside pieces together. Then sew the outside to the octagon. It won’t be too hard if you sew each section separately, each time starting and ending the seam(s) on the quarter inch seam mark.
Pattern for "JAS H11" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

H12

Difficulty Easy

Applique

Number of Pieces = 5

Using your favorite method of appliqué, appliqué four hearts to your background square.
Jane's Block…

My Block…

H13

Difficulty Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 7

This one is so easy, there is nothing to say.
JAS H13

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS H13" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!